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We analyze the performance of the FFSiOH force field and two parameterisations of the ReaxFF
force field for modeling hydroxylated nanoscale silica (SiO2). Such nanosystems are fundamental in
numerous aspects of geochemistry and astrochemistry and also play a key role during the hydrothermal
synthesis of technologically important nanoporous silicas (e.g., catalysts, absorbents, and coatings).
We consider four aspects: structure, relative energies, vibrational spectra, and hydroxylation energies,
and compare the results with those from density functional calculations employing a newly defined
dataset (HND: Hydroxylated Nanosilica Dataset). The HND consists of three sets of (SiO2)16(H2O)N
nanoparticles (NPs), each with a different degree of hydroxylation and each containing between 23
and 26 distinct isomers and conformers. We also make all HND reference data openly available. We
further consider hydroxylated silica NPs of composition (SiO2)M(H2O)N with M = 4, 8, 16, and 24
and infinite surface slabs of amorphous silica, both with variable hydroxylation. For energetics, both
ReaxFF and FFSiOH perform well for NPs with an intermediate degree of hydroxylation. For increased
hydroxylation, the performance of FFSiOH begins to significantly decline. Conversely, for the lower
degree of hydroxylation both parameterisations of ReaxFF do not perform well. For vibrational
frequencies, FFSiOH performs particularly well and significantly better than ReaxFF. This feature
also opens the door to inexpensively calculating Gibbs free energies of the hydroxylated nanosilica
systems in order to efficiently correct density functional theory calculated electronic energies. We
also show how some small changes to FFSiOH could improve its performance for higher degrees of
hydroxylation. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4985083]
I. INTRODUCTION
The intimate relation between water and nanoscale sil-
ica (SiO2) together with the power and versatility of sol-gel
synthesis techniques has led to many technological applica-
tions and materials (e.g., optical coatings, drug delivery, and
mesoporous silica) based on hydroxylated silica nanoparticles
(NPs) and their coalescence.1,2 Nature also takes advantage
of this general approach with exquisite enzymatic control
of biomineralization to form many types of condensed bio-
silicas.3 Hydrated silica NPs are also widely used as fillers
to enhance the physical and mechanical properties of other
materials (e.g., cement-based materials,4 coatings,5 and poly-
mers6). Understanding interactions between silica and water
at the nanometre and sub-nanometre scale has also led to
fundamental insights into the formation of mesoporous zeo-
lites,7 geological weathering of silicate minerals,8 and the
aqueous corrosion of silica-based materials.9 The nanosilica-
water interface is also important to understand the formation of
ice-covered silicate dust grains in an astrochemical context.10
The degree of hydroxylation (i.e., the density of hydroxyl
groups) plays a very important role with respect to both
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: s.bromley@ub.edu
the structure and properties of nanosilica. Although the link
between hydroxyl coverage and surface adsorption has long
been established,11 there is still a need to understand silica-
water interactions and their technological and biological impli-
cations at the molecular scale and nanoscale. It has been shown,
for example, that the proportion of hydroxyls on small silica
particles can be deliberately increased by physico-chemical
processing to produce enhanced properties for applications
(e.g., mechanically robust antireflective films12 and epoxida-
tion catalysis13). For particularly well-defined silica nanoslabs,
even the spatial distribution of hydroxyls can be tuned exper-
imentally with potential for templating supported species.14
The surface hydroxyl density has also been reported to influ-
ence the toxicity and biocompatibility of silica NPs.15–17
Experimentally, the water-nanosilica interface has been the
focus of numerous experimental and theoretical studies,18–20
with empirical models describing the surface hydroxylation
chemistry of silica having been put forward.21,22 However,
such models fall short of providing a truly microscopi-
cally detailed general explanatory account of this important
system.
Atomistically detailed insights into the growth, chemistry,
and structure of molecular and nanoscale hydroxylated silica
have been provided by bottom-up computational modelling
approaches. Ab initio quantum chemical methods have been
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used to extract information on the thermodynamics of Si(OH)4
monomers and their oligomerization.23–26 For considerably
larger hydroxylated nanosilica systems, typically involving
thousands of atoms, classical force field methods have also
been applied.12,27,28 Although numerous force fields have been
proposed in the literature for modeling such large nanosilica-
water systems and/or bulk silica surfaces interacting with
water,19,29–37 very few force fields have been tested to some
degree with respect to their adequacy for treating hydroxylated
nanosilica systems possessing of the order of 100 atoms.19,38
The size regime for systems possessing between 10s and 100s
of atoms is particularly important as it addresses the transi-
tion between molecular and bulk scales.39 This size range is
especially relevant for understanding growth, dissolution, and
the bottom-up emergence of the nanoscale structure and prop-
erties with increasing size. Hydroxylated nanosilica systems
with sizes toward the lower end of this size range have been
shown to be well within the reach of modern parallel imple-
mentations of ab initio methods such as density functional
theory (DFT).40–43 However, for larger nanosystems and for
problems requiring >1 ns time scales to be monitored (e.g.,
molecular dynamics) or where extensive rapid sampling of
1000s of structures is required (e.g., Monte Carlo and global
optimisation), a suitably accurate force field is required.
Herein we test the performance of the ReaxFF force
field,29 its recent re-parameterisation,27 and the FFSiOH36
force field for describing the properties of intermediate sized
hydroxylated silica NPs. The ReaxFF force fields contain a rel-
atively large number of parameters and aim to describe both
the properties of water and silica and the reactions between
them with an accuracy approaching that of DFT calculations.
The simpler FFSiOH force field does not describe aqueous
phases but has shown to reproduce the structure and relative
phase stability of bulk phases of both hydroxylated and anhy-
drous silica and to provide good models of amorphous silica
surfaces. FFSiOH also has been shown to be capable of provid-
ing accurate infrared (IR) vibrational frequencies. We compare
the energetic and structural predictions of ReaxFF and FFSiOH
with suitable DFT calculated data and provide an assessment
of their strengths and weaknesses for modeling hydroxylated
silica NPs.
II. METHODOLOGY
In order to assess the performance of ReaxFF and FFSiOH
to describe the properties of hydroxylated silica NPs, we
require a benchmark set of reference data to compare with.
Previous work has shown that DFT calculations using the
B3LYP44 functional and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set provide a
good compromise between computational efficiency and accu-
racy for hydroxylated silica systems.25,41,45 For our analysis,
we employ B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)-calculated structures, relative
energetics, and IR vibrational frequencies of hydroxylated sil-
ica NPs containing up to 108 atoms. For all DFT calculations,
the Gaussian 09 code46 was employed.
Specifically, for examining hydroxylation energies we
employ NPs of sizes (SiO2)4(H2O)M, (SiO2)8(H2O)M,
(SiO2)16(H2O)M, and (SiO2)24(H2O)M with varying M41,42
and five extended silica nanoslabs with varying degrees of
hydroxylation.45 For a more detailed analysis of structure and
relative energies, we focus mainly on an extensive dataset
of over 60 (SiO2)16(H2O)N isomers containing between 60
and 72 atoms. We note that a small proportion of these are
strictly conformers (i.e., where the Si–O framework topology
is maintained but where the OH· · ·OH H-bonding network
differs). All these NPs were derived using global optimisa-
tion as detailed in the previous works,40–43,50 specifically for
this study. The nanocluster structures taken from our global
optimisations are those found to have the lowest energy as
calculated using DFT and are thus relatively unbiased with
respect to the force field parameterisation. Obtaining hydroxy-
lated structures via modeling the reaction of silica nanoclusters
with water molecules (via ReaxFF or DFT) could also provide
a dataset for comparative studies but would: (i) not guarantee
finding particularly low energy nanoclusters, and (ii) (in the
case of using ReaxFF) tend to bias the dataset to those systems
most energetically favored by the respective ReaxFF parame-
terisation. We collate all cluster structures and energies in the
supplementary material which we make openly available as a
resource (the HND - “Hydroxylated Nanosilica Dataset”) for
testing and parameterising other modeling methods (e.g., new
force fields). We note that the full parameterisation of FFSiOH
and much of that of ReaxFF was based on comparisons with
data from DFT calculations using the B3LYP functional and
thus our full reference set of structures and relative energies (all
obtained from B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations) is particularly
suitable for the present analysis.
Due to the relatively large set of (SiO2)16(H2O)N species,
containing, for each N subset, a large number of distinct local
structural features, we use these NPs for obtaining statisti-
cal distributions of various chemically meaningful geometrical
parameters. We note that in the case of Si–O bond lengths, O–
Si–O, and O–Si–O angles, each subset possesses over 1500
distinct data points, whereas for the parameters involving sur-
face OH groups, the number is reduced to between 95 and
400, depending on the degree of hydroxylation. The HND,
consisting of (SiO2)16(H2O)N isomers, is divided into three
similarly sized subsets, each having the same stoichiometry
(i.e., for N = 4, 6, 8). For NPs, we define the degree of hydrox-
ylation by the percentage of dissociatively chemisorbed water
molecules with respect to the total number of SiO2 units (i.e.,
R = N/M). A selection of NPs from the HND are shown in
Fig. 1. Informally, these three degrees of hydroxylation can
also be considered to be varying between low, intermediate,
and high degrees of hydroxylation. The N = 4 set can be
regarded as having a relatively low 25% degree of hydrox-
ylation. All NPs in this low hydroxylation sub-set, as for
the full set of all (SiO2)16(H2O)N isomers considered, do not
exhibit terminal oxygen defects. However, at this low degree
of hydroxylation, many NPs possess rather strained three-
membered (SiO)3 rings47 indicating that further ring-opening
via hydroxylation would be energetically favourable.41 The
N = 8 sub-set of NPs can be regarded as having a high 50%
degree of hydroxylation and often exhibit between one and
three geminal silanol groups (i.e., two hydroxyls bound to
one silicon atom). Considering the low percentage of gemi-
nal sites estimated to typically exist on bulk amorphous silica
surfaces,17 this degree of NP hydroxylation can indeed be
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FIG. 1. Example isomer structures from the HND - Hydroxylated Silica
Dataset (see the supplementary material). The lowest energy isomer for each
degree of hydroxylation is shown to the left of each set of three. The two other
isomers shown for each set are example higher energy isomers. The degree of
hydroxylation of each set of (SiO2)16(H2O)N NPs is defined to be R = N/16.
Element colour key: silicon—yellow, oxygen—red, and hydrogen—grey.
considered very high. We note that for such a high level of
hydroxylation, one can also find low energy (SiO2)16(H2O)8
isomers with a hydrogen bonded water molecule instead of
two extra hydroxyls.41 In this study we exclude such isomers
as in the FFSiOH force field, the free water molecule and
its interactions are not explicitly parameterised. However, we
note that such cases could make an interesting extended test
for the ReaxFF force fields. Estimates of the optimal degree of
hydroxylation for (SiO2)16(H2O)N isomers give R ∼ 0.315,41
close to our class of moderately hydroxylated NPs with R
= 0.375. This N = 6 set of NPs has an intermediate degree
of hydroxylation and does not display three-membered rings
or geminal silanols, indicating that these NPs possess a rather
well balanced hydroxylated structure. From this full set, we
derive distributions of various local structural features (e.g.,
Si–O distances, Si–O–Si angles, O–Si–O angles) and relative
energies of stoichiometrically similar isomers from the three
considered force fields and compare this data with the corre-
sponding DFT-calculated data. In addition, we use the lowest
energy isomer of each of the different hydroxylated subsets
to calculate IR frequencies. All force field calculations were
performed using the GULP code.48
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Hydroxylation energies
We first report on the normalised hydroxylation energies
(Ehydrox) of (SiO2)M(H2O)N (M = 4, 8, 16, and 24) NPs41 and




[(SiO2)M(H2O)N] + (M − N) · E[H2O]
M
− Eref ,
where Eref for the NPs is taken to be the energy of the nor-
malised bare four unit silica cluster and four water molecules
Eref =
E
[(SiO2)4] + 4 · E [H2O]
4
calculated by the respective method (i.e., force field type or
DFT). Although, unlike ReaxFF, FFSiOH is not formally
parameterised for the treatment of water molecules and their
interactions, it still provides a sensible energy for an isolated
H2O species. Thus, for consistency, for each set of calcula-
tions, we take E(H2O) to be that of the optimised H2O species
as calculated by the corresponding method. For brevity and
clarity, we distinguish the two versions of ReaxFF by use of
the following nomenclature: ReaxFF1 (original parameterisa-
tion by Fogarty et al.29) and ReaxFF2 (re-parameterisation by
Yeon and van Duin27).
The general picture for the NPs [Fig. 2(a)] shows that the
Ehydrox values from all force fields follow the DFT trend of
decreasing with both cluster size and degree of hydroxylation.
The majority of Ehydrox values given by FFSiOH are more
negative than the DFT values by ∼10–20 kJ/mol for low to
moderate degrees of hydroxylation. This difference tends to
become larger for higher degrees of hydroxylation, especially
for the smaller NPs where it reaches a maximum of 53 kJ/mol
for the most hydroxylated (M = 4) NP. This effect is likely to be
at least partially due to the FFSiOH value of E(H2O) which, not
being a parameterised value for the water molecule, leads to a
small but cumulative divergence away from the DFT data with
increasing hydroxylation. We note, however, that this effect is
much less evident for the larger sized nanoclusters (i.e., for N
= 16, 24).
Both ReaxFF force fields behave similarly in terms of
their overall pattern of Ehydrox variation with respect to increas-
ing hydroxylation for each NP size. Little cumulative diver-
gence away from the DFT calculated data is evident consistent
with the parameterised capacity of ReaxFF to deal with water
molecules. ReaxFF1, however, generally predicts significantly
more negative Ehydrox values than ReaxFF2 (by ∼80 kJ/mol).
This difference between the two versions of ReaxFF is all the
more significant as the re-parameterised ReaxFF2 force field
generally predicts remarkably good Ehydrox values with respect
to the DFT-calculated data, meaning that ReaxFF1 seriously
overestimates Ehydrox magnitudes. The predicted Ehydrox values
from ReaxFF2 are particularly good for small cluster sizes of
M = 4 and 8 (typically within ∼8 kJ/mol of the DFT-calculated
values). For the larger sized NPs, the performance of ReaxFF2
becomes similar to, albeit arguably slightly better than, that of
FFSiOH.
In the case of the hydroxylated amorphous silica nanoslab
[Fig. 2(b)], all force fields seem to perform similarly well,
with the overestimation of Ehydrox magnitudes found for the
NPs also observed. Here, the energy difference between the
Ehydrox values predicted by DFT and the force fields (where
Eref is set to be the respective energy of the most poorly
hydroxylated nanoslab) increases with increasing hydroxy-
lation and reaches a maximum of 23 kJ/mol at the highest
degree of hydroxylation. Note that for this system, we fol-
low the experimental convention and define the degree of
hydroxylation in terms of the number of hydroxyls per square
nanometre. Interestingly, for this system, all force fields per-
form almost identically up until the highest considered degree
of hydroxylation, where the overestimation of Ehydrox mag-
nitudes is slightly higher for FFSiOH than for ReaxFF1 and
ReaxFF2.
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FIG. 2. (a) Plots of hydroxylation energy (Ehydrox) as
calculated by DFT (black), FFSiOH (red), ReaxFF1
(green), and ReaxFF2 (blue) for (A) (SiO2)4(H2O)N NPs,
(B) (SiO2)8(H2O)N NPs, (C) (SiO2)16(H2O)N NPs, and
(D) (SiO2)24(H2O)N NPs. The degree of hydroxylation
is defined by R (=N/M). (b) Plot of hydroxylation energy
(Ehydrox) with respect to the degree of hydroxylation
as calculated by DFT (black), FFSiOH (red), ReaxFF1
(green), and ReaxFF2 (blue) for a 1.5 nm thick amorphous
silica nanoslab.
B. Distributions of local structure features
1. O–Si–O angles
In silica, the O–Si–O angle is largely constrained by the
rigid tetrahedrality of the SiO4 sub-units. In pure silica, these
tetrahedra can be distorted by highly strained small (SiO)n
rings47,49 or terminating defects50,51 typically found in anhy-
drous silica. As low barrier reactions with water are generally
favoured at such sites, quickly leading to ring opening or heal-
ing of terminating defects,52–56 it is expected that the O–Si–O
angle distribution in nanosilica should be relatively narrow and
invariant above a certain degree of hydroxylation. In Fig. 3,
we show the distribution of O–Si–O angles for our hydrox-
ylated nanosilica dataset, which consists of (SiO2)16(H2O)N
isomers with low (N = 4, R = 0.25%), intermediate (N = 6,
R = 0.375%), and high (N = 8, R = 0.5%) levels of hydroxy-
lation, for clusters optimised using the three considered force
fields and DFT. In all cases, a narrow distribution of O–Si–O
angles centred close to the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.5° is
found. Upon close inspection of the height, breadth, and form
of the force field derived distributions, it can be seen that the
FFSiOH optimised clusters have sharp single peaked O–Si–O
distributions which are very similar to those derived from the
DFT-optimised NP structures. Conversely, the distributions
from the NPs optimised using both versions of ReaxFF are
lower and wider than the DFT-derived distributions. For the
NPs with a low degree of hydroxylation, this is mainly appar-
ent for angles smaller than 109.5°. Here, although both DFT
and FFSiOH distributions quickly drop to zero going from
105° to 100°, both ReaxFF distributions maintain a signifi-
cant height between 105° and 95°. For the two higher degrees
of hydroxylation a similar, albeit smaller, relative broaden-
ing is observed for ReaxFF1 and ReaxFF2 both at the low
(100°–105°) and high (115°–120°) ends of the O–Si–O distri-
butions. As a few strained (SiO)3 rings are only found in the low
hydroxylated NPs and none of the clusters exhibit terminating
defects, the reason for the observed broader distributions for
the ReaxFF force fields may be due to the rigidity of the SiO4
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FIG. 3. Plots of the distribution of O–Si–O angles in (SiO2)16(H2O)4 NPs (left), (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs (middle), and (SiO2)16(H2O)8 NPs (right) as optimised
by DFT (black), FFSiOH (red), ReaxFF1 (green), and ReaxFF2 (blue).
sub-units being relatively lower than in the DFT or FFSiOH
treatment.
2. Si–O bond lengths
The respective Si–O distance distributions obtained for
each method are found to hardly change with the degree
of hydroxylation. Therefore in Fig. 4, we only report the
results for the moderately hydroxylated (i.e., 37.5%) NPs as
a representative case. The Si–O distances extracted from the
DFT-optimised NPs have a very narrow distribution with val-
ues lying between 1.61 and 1.67 Å with a mean value of
1.64 Å and a weak shoulder for longer bond lengths. As
for the case of the O–Si–O angle distribution, the Si–O dis-
tance distribution from the FFSiOH-optimised NPs matches
very well that from the DFT-optimised NPs, albeit exhibit-
ing a very small relative shift in the weight of the distribution
from the longer distances (1.65–1.67 Å) to shorter distances
(1.62–1.63 Å). The distributions obtained from the NPs opti-
mised using both ReaxFF force fields are quite distinct from
the DFT-derived distribution, being broader, multi-peaked and
having a shorter mean distance (1.58 Å for ReaxFF1 and
1.60 Å for ReaxFF2). We note that the peak of the refer-
ence DFT-derived Si–O distribution is slightly up-shifted with
respect to a typical experimental Si–O distribution for amor-
phous bulk silica, which sharply peaks at around 1.6 Å.57
This shift is likely partially due to the relatively small size
of the considered NPs which possess a large proportion of
surface atoms involved in relatively strained and thus slightly
longer Si–O bonds. However, optimisations of the structures
of different silica polymorphs using DFT with the B3LYP
functional also tend to systematically overestimate Si–O bond
lengths by 0.2–0.3 Å, which is also thus inherently parame-
terised into the performance of FFSiOH.36 The ReaxFF param-
eterisations also employ experimental data in their parameteri-
sation helping us to explain their resulting broader downshifted
Si–O distributions.
3. Si–O–Si angle
Unlike the O–Si–O angle within SiO4 sub-units, the
Si–O–Si angle presents a wider range of values commen-
surate with the relatively high degree of flexibility of the
shared oxygen links between SiO4 tetrahedra. As for the Si–O
bond distance distributions, we focus on a characteristic
Si–O–Si angle distribution derived from the set of moderately
hydroxylated NPs (see Fig. 5). The DFT-derived distribu-
tion ranges between 120° and 180° and is skewed toward the
lower angles with a maximum at around 137°. The FFSiOH
derived distribution follows well the DFT-derived distribution
with the same breadth and maximum peak position, with a
slightly more pronounced peak coming from a small shift
in weight of the distribution from 145° to 160° to around
137°. Both ReaxFF-derived distributions range between∼130°
and 180° and, unlike the DFT-derived distribution, are
biased toward higher angles, with a maximum peak at 152°.
FIG. 4. Plots of the distribution of Si–O bond lengths
in (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs as optimised by DFT (black),
FFSiOH (red—left), ReaxFF1 (green—right), and
ReaxFF2 (blue—right).
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FIG. 5. Plots of the distribution of Si–O–Si angles in
(SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs as optimised by DFT (black),
FFSiOH (red—left), ReaxFF1 (green—right), and
ReaxFF2 (blue—right).
The ReaxFF-derived Si–O–Si angle distributions also appear
to be the result of merging two fairly sharp sub-distributions
which together mainly cover an angle range between 135°
and 170°. Conversely, the distribution coming from the DFT-
optimised NPs seems to be the result of a number of sub-
distributions which together mainly cover an angle range
between 112° and 170°.
4. OH· · ·Osiloxane distance
The typical distribution of distances between hydrogen
atoms of –OH groups and oxygen atoms in Si–O–Si bridges
(i.e., Osiloxane) does not change with the degree of hydrox-
ylation. In Fig. 6, we show a typical distribution derived
from our set of moderately hydroxylated NPs. In all dis-
tributions, two main peaks can be discerned. These peaks
correspond to the distances between hydrogen atoms of a
Si–OH group and two distinct Osiloxane atoms bonded to the
same Si atom. These two peaks appear at 3 Å and 3.5 Å
in the DFT-derived distribution. The OH· · ·Osiloxane distance
distributions of NPs optimised using FFSiOH and ReaxFF1
underestimate the distances by 0.2 Å and 0.4 Å, respec-
tively. The FFSiOH distribution also has relatively higher
more pronounced peaks than in the DFT-derived distribution.
The distribution coming from NPs optimised using ReaxFF2
is the closest to that from the DFT-optimised NPs in terms
of peak positions and peak heights, although the smaller
distance peak appears to be the result of the merging of
two smaller peaks with maxima slightly above and below
3.0 Å.
5. OH· · ·OH distance
The hydroxyl-hydroxyl (OH· · ·OH) distance is taken to
be between a hydrogen atom of one –OH group and an
oxygen atom of a neighbouring –OH group. The OH· · ·OH
distance distribution is found to change quite significantly
with the degree of hydroxylation. In Fig. 7, we show the
OH· · ·OH distance distributions derived from clusters in our
dataset with medium and high degrees of hydroxylation. At
37.5% hydroxylation, the DFT-derived distribution shows a
broad double peaked structure with one maximum at 2.4 Å
and a slightly higher one at 3.7 Å. The distribution from the
FFSiOH-optimised NPs recovers this type of distribution with
a slight downward shift in the position of the 2.4 Å peak
to 2.3 Å. Both ReaxFF parameterisations also have peaks
at distances corresponding to the two peaks of the DFT-
derived distribution. Unlike the DFT-derived distributions,
however, these distributions also yield other peaks and have
their weight strongly shifted to longer distances. For 50%
hydroxylation, the OH· · ·OH distance distribution from the
DFT-optimised NPs appears to consist of three broad peaks
of increasing height centred at approximately 1.8 Å, 2.9 Å,
and 3.5 Å. Distributions of this general type are reproduced
from the NPs optimised using all three force fields. The distri-
butions from the FFSiOH and ReaxFF2 data are particularly
good in terms of the peak positions with respect to the DFT-
derived distribution. The ReaxFF1-derived distribution, how-
ever, exhibits more significantly downshifted peak positions
with respect to the 2.9 Å and 3.5 Å peaks in the DFT-derived
distribution.
FIG. 6. Plots of the distribution of OH· · ·Osiloxane dis-
tances in (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs as optimised by DFT
(black), FFSiOH (red—left), ReaxFF1 (green—right),
and ReaxFF2 (blue—right).
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FIG. 7. Plots of the distribution of OH· · ·OH distances
in (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs (upper) and (SiO2)16(H2O)8 NPs
(lower) NPs as optimised by DFT (black), FFSiOH (red—
left), ReaxFF1 (green—right), and ReaxFF2 (blue—
right).
C. Relative total energies
In Fig. 8, we show the plots of relative total NP ener-
gies (i.e., the difference in the total energy of a nanocluster
relative to the lowest energy nanocluster of the same composi-
tion) calculated using DFT against the corresponding energies
calculated using the three considered force fields for low (a),
moderate (b), and high (c) degrees of hydroxylation. In each
case, a linear fit to the data is shown with its corresponding
coefficient of determination (r2). The data pertaining to all
linear fits plotted in Fig. 8 are reported in Table I.
For the lowest degree of hydroxylation considered
(R = 0.25), the relative total energies of NPs optimised using
FFSiOH mirror those from the DFT optimisations very well.
Not only is there a good linear correlation between the FFSiOH
and DFT data (r2 = 0.875) but the gradient of the linear fit is
also very close to one with an intercept close to zero, indi-
cating an excellent quantitative agreement between DFT and
FFSiOH energies. For the same low degree of hydroxyla-
tion, total NP energies derived from both versions of ReaxFF
show almost no correlation with the DFT derived data. The
difference in the predictive power of FFSiOH and ReaxFF
is nowhere else found to be so great. One can only specu-
late that the parameterisations of ReaxFF are biased toward
silica with a moderate to high degree hydroxylation at the
expense of reproducing the energetics of less hydroxylated
systems.
For the set of moderately hydroxylated NPs, we indeed
see a dramatic improvement for both versions of ReaxFF.
For ReaxFF1, in particular, the linear correlation between the
derived relative total energies and those derived from DFT is
found to have a high coefficient of determination (r2 = 0.891).
ReaxFF2 also shows a massive improvement (r2 = 0.773) with
respect to its performance on the set of NPs with a low degree
of hydroxylation. In both these cases, although the intercept
is small, the gradient of the linear fit is similar and quite low
(<0.5) showing that the ReaxFF-derived energetic data are
not in particularly good quantitative agreement with that from
DFT. For FFSiOH, the performance is somewhat reduced with
respect to that for the set of more weakly hydroxylated NPs,
with a lower but reasonable linear correlation with the DFT-
derived data being found (r2 = 0.666). However, the gradient
of the linear fit of the DFT versus FFSiOH data plot is fairly
close to one (0.85) with an intercept close to zero, showing the
capacity of FFSiOH for a reasonable quantitative reproduction
of DFT-derived data.
For the highly hydroxylated NPs, none of the three force
fields perform extremely well, with the total energies from
ReaxFF2 having the best linear correlation with the DFT data
(r2 = 0.596), slightly worse than for the moderately hydroxy-
lated case. Although the gradient of the linear fit is fairly low,
as for the fit for the moderate hydroxylation case, the intercept
of the fit is quite close to zero. The performance of ReaxFF1,
however, is significantly reduced with respect to that for the
moderately hydroxylated NPs (r2 = 0.405) with an intercept
close to 0.1 eV. Unlike its good/reasonable performance for
the weakly and moderately hydroxylated NPs, respectively,
FFSiOH performs worst of all for the highly hydroxylated
NPs. Not only is the linear correlation with the DFT data not
good (r2 = 0.323), the linear fit has a relatively low gradient
(<0.35) with a significant non-zero intercept (∼0.2 eV). This
indicates that FFSiOH is not capturing something fundamental
for highly hydroxylated NPs.
The significantly reduced performance of FFSiOH for
highly hydroxylated NPs is consistent with some deficiency
of the description of the –OH groups and their hydrogen
bond interactions. Below, considering this possibility, we
show how small changes could improve FFSiOH for these
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FIG. 8. Plots comparing the relative total energies of (a) (SiO2)16(H2O)4 NPs, (b) (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs, and (c) (SiO2)16(H2O)8 NPs as calculated by FFSiOH,
ReaxFF, and ReaxFF2 with respect to the corresponding DFT-calculated data. The energy of the most energetically stable NP isomer as calculated by DFT is
taken to be zero in each case.
cases. The poor performance of both parameterisations of
ReaxFF for low hydroxylation is more difficult to evaluate. For
low degrees of hydroxylation, NPs commonly display (SiO)3
three-membered rings that have fairly high internal strain
energies.47 If these rings are not accurately described, this
could potentially disrupt the total energies of the NPs specif-
ically for low degrees of hydroxylation. Thus far, however,
our analysis could not find any link between the presence of
three-membered rings and the ability of ReaxFF to reproduce
DFT-derived total energies.
D. Vibrational spectra
In Fig. 9, we show the vibrational frequencies of three
representative low energy NPs with low, moderate, and high
degrees of hydroxylation, respectively, as calculated using the
three considered force fields relative to the DFT-calculated
data. The upper plots in Fig. 9 utilise logarithmic plots which
tend to dampen discrepancies between the force field and
DFT data when they are within a few percent of the abso-
lute value of the vibrational frequency in question. Conversely,
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hydroxylation (%) r2 Slope Intercept r2 Slope Intercept r2 Slope Intercept
25 (low) 0.875 0.981 −0.03 0.001 0.015 0.384 0.067 0.119 0.292
37.5 (moderate) 0.666 0.797 0.014 0.891 0.443 −0.039 0.773 0.367 0.078
50 (high) 0.323 0.347 0.174 0.405 0.296 0.101 0.596 0.332 0.049
such plots help us to quickly identify significant differences
between the force field and DFT data. Of the three force
fields, the vibrational frequencies calculated using FFSiOH
are generally found to be closest to those calculated using
DFT for all three degrees of hydroxylation and over all fre-
quencies. Only for a small range of relatively low frequencies
(50–100 cm1) for the moderately hydroxylated NP are the
ReaxFF1-calculated frequencies marginally better than the
FFSiOH data relative to the DFT data. For the frequency
range between 20 and 1000 cm1, the ReaxFF-calculated
vibrational frequencies reproduce reasonably well the DFT-
calculated data, albeit with some underestimation of the DFT
frequencies in the highly hydroxylated case. The ReaxFF2-
calculated frequencies also show an even greater degree of
frequency underestimation for this system for this frequency
range. For the (SiO2)16(H2O)4 NP, ReaxFF2 also shows sig-
nificant underestimation of the DFT-calculated frequencies in
the range of 500–1000 cm1. However, by far the main differ-
ence between the force field and DFT vibrational frequency
data is for frequencies above 1000 cm1. In the frequency
range between 1000 and 1250 cm1 (corresponding to the Si–
O stretch region), both ReaxFF parameterisations seriously
overestimate the DFT-calculated frequencies by up to 400
cm1. Additionally, for the hydroxyl O–H stretching frequen-
cies in the range of 3750–3900 cm1, the ReaxFF1-calculated
frequencies typically diverge from the DFT frequencies by
between 400 and 1000 cm1, while the ReaxFF2-calculated
frequencies tend to systematically underestimate the DFT fre-
quencies by 400–800 cm1. In comparison, the O–H stretching
frequencies calculated using FFSiOH are always found to be
within 60 cm1 of the DFT-calculated data.
More quantitatively, in Table II we show the calculated
root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the vibrational data
shown in Fig. 9 with respect to the DFT-calculated data for each
FIG. 9. Plots comparing the vibrational frequencies of (SiO2)16(H2O)4 NPs (left), (SiO2)16(H2O)6 NPs (middle), and (SiO2)16(H2O)8 NPs (right) as calculated
by FFSiOH (red), ReaxFF1 (green), and ReaxFF2 (blue) with respect to the corresponding DFT-calculated data. The upper three logarithmic plots show
frequencies mainly associated with modes involving {Si, O}, whereas the lower plots focus on the high frequency range associated with O–H stretching modes.
The solid gray lines indicate where the data points would lie for perfect agreement between DFT and force field frequency values.
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TABLE II. Root mean square deviation (RMSD, cm1) of the vibrational
data calculated with each considered force field relative to the DFT-calculated
data.
FFSiOH ReaxFF1 ReaxFF2
(SiO2)16(H2O)4 28.8 477.5 358.6
(SiO2)16(H2O)6 35.2 179.1 312.0
(SiO2)16(H2O)8 33.5 213.5 317.8
considered force field. Here the consistent good performance
of FFSiOH is clearly highlighted by impressively low RMSD
of the frequencies with respect to those calculated via DFT (in
the range 28–36 for all three considered NPs). The frequencies
from ReaxFF1 and ReaxFF2 exhibit relatively high RMSD
values, with the highest values being 477.5 and 358.6 cm1,
respectively, for the NP with the lowest degree of hydroxy-
lation Although ReaxFF2 maintains a similar level of perfor-
mance for each degree of hydroxylation, ReaxFF1 shows some
improvement in its performance for higher degrees of hydrox-
ylation. Even in the best case for the moderately hydroxylated
NP, the RMSD value of the ReaxFF1 vibrational data with
respect to the DFT data is five times higher than that for the
corresponding FFSiOH-calculated data.
E. Proposed improvements for FFSiOH
It is clear that a number of differences can be clearly
identified between the structures, energies, and frequencies
derived from the force field-calculated data and those derived
from the DFT-calculated data. Although some of these dif-
ferences may not be overly detrimental as our reference set
is not perfect (e.g., in the case of Si–O distance distribu-
tions), B3LYP-based DFT calculations are known to be par-
ticularly reliable for the relative energetics and vibrational
frequencies of silica systems. Ideally, based on our analy-
sis, one would thus like to be able to recommend ways in
which to systematically improve the force fields for the treat-
ment of hydroxylated silica NPs for these properties in par-
ticular. For either parameterisation of ReaxFF, this task is
rather complex due to both: (i) the large number of terms
in the force field that one should potentially consider and
(ii) the diversity in the range of factors where significant
differences between the DFT-derived properties and ReaxFF-
derived properties occur (e.g., relative NP isomer energies for
low degrees of hydroxylation and O–H vibrational frequen-
cies). On the other hand, FFSiOH is based on fewer terms and,
arguably, the main discrepancy with the DFT-derived proper-
ties is for the relative isomer energies for highly hydroxylated
NPs.
The decline in the performance of FFSiOH for NPs with
a high degree of hydroxylation has thus led us to test possible
changes in the force field in order to improve the agree-
ment with the DFT-derived data. Considering the fact that
the disagreement with the DFT data is most apparent for
highly hydroxylated NPs, we attempted the three following
changes: (i) an increase of the cutoff distance for the hydro-
gen bond between hydroxyl-hydroxyl and between hydroxyl-
siloxane, (ii) lowering the hydroxyl-hydroxyl hydrogen bond
interaction, and (iii) increasing the energy of the hydrogen
bond with siloxane to double its original value. The results
of each individual change, as well as the results of apply-
ing all changes at once, are summarized in Table III with
regard to the linear fit of the newly derived relative energy
data from the correspondingly modified-FFSiOH and DFT.
Individually, lowering the hydroxyl-hydroxyl hydrogen bond
interaction strength is found to be the change which gives the
best improvement for the highly hydroxylated NPs. Here the
value of r2 for the highest degree of hydroxylation increases up
TABLE III. Modifications to terms in the FFSiOH force field (column 1) and their impact for different degrees of
hydroxylation (column 2), as measured by parameters describing the linear fit of resulting relative isomer energies
with respect to the corresponding relative isomer energies derived from the DFT calculations (see also Fig. 8 for
the results pertaining to the original FFSiOH parameterisation).
FFSiOH modification Degree of hydroxylation r2 Slope y-intercept
Original 25 (low) 0.875 0.981 −0.035
37.5 (moderate) 0.666 0.797 0.014
50 (high) 0.323 0.347 0.174
Increased H-bond cutoff 25 (low) 0.809 1.021 0.009
37.5 (moderate) 0.686 0.686 0.065
50 (high) 0.499 0.267 0.178
Lower –OH· · ·OH 25 (low) 0.883 0.990 0.009
37.5 (moderate) 0.678 0.868 0.065
50 (high) 0.703 0.446 0.178
Higher –OH siloxane 25 (low) 0.873 0.991 −0.027
37.5 (moderate) 0.651 0.801 0.031
50 (high) 0.686 0.370 0.196
All modifications 25 (low) 0.859 1.051 −0.015
37.5 (moderate) 0.729 0.988 0.036
50 (high) 0.673 0.341 0.151
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to 0.703 from 0.323 for the original version of FFSiOH—see
also Fig. 8(c). We note that this single change even slightly
increases the r2 values for NP relative energy data for low
and medium hydroxylation. Although significant improve-
ments can be made through other modifications (e.g., higher
OH-siloxane interaction) and their combinations, overall the
simplest and most significant improvement is found simply
through the change in OH· · ·OH cutoff. We also note that an
increased OH-siloxane interaction, although formally improv-
ing FFSiOH in terms of relative energies, would be somewhat
contrary to current chemical knowledge of the hydrophobic-
ity of siloxanes in silica glass. This seems to indicate that
the hydroxyl-hydroxyl interaction is the key factor to better
improve FFSiOH so it can be applied to nanosilica systems
with a greater range of hydroxylation. Further tests of the full
implications of this modified version of FFSiOH are currently
underway.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed FFSiOH and two versions of ReaxFF
with respect to the hydroxylation energy, structure, relative
energy of selected isomers, and vibrational spectra. We stress
that our results should be interpreted in terms of how well the
considered force fields perform with regard to only these prop-
erties, and as calculated using DFT. In particular, we do not
compare with experimental data and we do not assess the full
range of capabilities of ReaxFF (e.g., variable stoichiometries
and reaction barriers). We also note that our investigation con-
cerns small hydroxylated NPs and a hydroxylated nanoslab
and thus should be extrapolated with due care to other types
or sizes of system. However, these caveats noted, we feel that
the chosen DFT data constitute a solid reference set and that
our study thus represents a valid assessment of the perfor-
mance of the considered force fields for treating hydroxylated
nano-silica systems. Indeed, the very scarcity of the relevant
experimental data for this size regime is what largely inspired
the present comparative study.
In terms of hydroxylation energy, the general trends exhib-
ited in the DFT-calculated data are well respected by the three
force fields. ReaxFF1 parameters show an over-stabilization
of structures with respect to size and hydroxylation, which the
ReaxFF2 re-parameterisation seems to solve. As for structure,
based on the geometrical features analysed, all force fields pro-
vide at least a reasonable description relative to that of the DFT
calculations. FFSiOH, however, shows a particularly strong
general agreement with the DFT-optimised NP structures. This
implies that FFSiOH could be used as extremely efficient and
reliable structure pre-optimiser upon which subsequent sin-
gle point DFT calculations could be used to evaluate other
properties (e.g., charge distributions, energetics, and NMR
features). Such a FFSiOH//DFT(B3LYP) procedure has the
huge advantage of performing the costly optimisation cal-
culation at a classical level while the accuracy is ensured
by DFT through a computationally cheap single energy
evaluation.
In terms of relative energies, the degree of hydroxylation
clearly shows limits on which force fields are reasonable to use
under different circumstances. At low degree of hydroxylation,
FFSiOH gives the best results, but its performance begins to
suffer as the degree of hydroxylation increases. On the other
hand, both ReaxFF force fields fail badly at a lower degree
of hydroxylation but give a good description for the medium
hydroxylated regime, with the original ReaxFF1 parameters
giving best results for this regime. At the highest degree of
hydroxylation (R = 0.5), none of the force fields show a par-
ticularly good correlation with DFT data (ReaxFF2 performing
the best of the three with r2 = 0.596).
For vibrational spectra, FFSiOH-derived values are found
to be in very good agreement with the DFT-derived data,
whereas ReaxFF-derived values show multiple deficiencies
especially for high frequencies. One implication of the good
performance of FFSiOH for calculating vibrational frequen-
cies is that it could be used to compute the thermodynamic
corrections needed for evaluating the free energy at almost
negligible computational cost. In other words, one could com-
pute heat capacities, entropies, and Gibbs free energies by
correcting DFT-calculated internal electronic energies using
the FFSiOH-calculated vibrational contributions.
Finally, we show how some small modifications to the
FFSiOH parameterisation can improve its performance with
respect to relative energies of highly hydroxylated NPs.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for structures and total ener-
gies of all hydroxylated nanosystems used. The structures are
divided into the following two sets:
(A) Progressively hydroxylated nanosilica systems:
(SiO2)4(H2O)M, (SiO2)8(H2O)M, (SiO2)16(H2O)M,
and (SiO2)24(H2O)M (see Refs. 41 and 42) and a
hydroxylated nanoslab (see Ref. 45).
(B) The Hydroxylated Nanosilica Dataset (HND)—
composed of three sets of clusters specifically generated
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